1. **QUESTION:** Per the first point in Service 5, “The Technical Administrator conducts technical reviews of certain retrofit projects” - Is this service on an as needed basis, or does your team take a statistical sample of projects to perform this technical review?

   **ANSWER:** *It is on an as-needed basis. This is the SIR review for C-PACE retrofit projects that are funded by CGB, which results in a report submitted to CGB with the SIR analysis included.*

2. **QUESTION:** Can you provide insight on the volume and types of projects the Green Bank is forecasting?

   **ANSWER:** *Please note that these are estimates, and COVID could have had a bit of an impact on recent years’ numbers*

   **Volume**
   - Technical Reviews (retrofits)/year= 20-25
   - Technical Reviews (new construction)/year= 5-10 (although with the guidelines update, this may increase)
   - Commissionings/year= 10-15

   **Types** The types of projects we’re seeing are renewable energy/energy efficiency retrofit projects (replacing/adding equipment to already existing buildings), or efficiency designs for commercial New Construction projects.